Infrared detection in flow analysis - developments and trends (review).
Flow analysis offers an inexpensive and versatile means for the automation of analytical procedures and hence it has been incorporated in many different techniques. However, the use of infrared detection in flow analysis systems is not common. Whereas Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopic detection has been routinely used in gas chromatography (GC), its use for liquid chromatography, and now for flow analysis, flow injection analysis, or sequential injection analysis, is not frequent. The most prominent reasons are probably: (i) the strong absorption of most of the common solvents, specially water, (ii) the relative poor sensibility compared to UV-vis, fluorescence, etc. (iii) FTIR is normally not even considered a valuable detection technique, (iv) problems arising from obtaining adequate information from transient IR signals from the injected samples, and (v) only a few analytical chemist uses routinely the FTIR technique. This practice neglects that IR spectroscopy offers some unique features that now, using modern FTIR instrumentation, can be exploited in an advantageous manner. It is important to realize that each sample (analyte/matrix) represents a special and unique analytical problem; which defines the mode of operation and implementation of the IR technique. Flow analysis-IR techniques - as well as all techniques - has a number of shortcomings to solve these problems. In this article, most of these strategies such as the use of: baseline correction, derivative spectroscopy, stopped flow systems, reverse flow systems, multiparametric calibrations, etc., will be discussed. Additionally, recent developments in on-line gas phase generation-FTIR and hydride generation-FTIR spectrometry, as well as the principles of the HPLC-FTIR and capillary electrophoresis-FTIR hyphenation are also discussed. This review aims to provide an account of the state of the art, of these relatively new techniques. Its beginning, developments, applications and new trends, basically in the MID-IR, and by using transmission cells.